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Abstract 

We show that a unit-cost RAM with a word length of w bits can sort n integers in the 
range O •• 2f<1 -1 in O( n log log n) time, for arbitrary w ~ log n, a significant improvement 
over the bound of O( ny'IOg'n) &ehieved by the fusion trees of Fredman and Willard. 
Provided that w ~ (log n )2+c for some fixed e > 0, the sorting can even be &Ccomplished 
in linear expected time with a randomized &lgorithm. 

Both of ow: &lgorithms parallelize without loss on a unit-cost PRAM with a word 
length of w bits. The first one yields an &lgorithm that uses 0 (log n) time and 
O(nloglogn) operations on a deterl!linistic CRCW PRAM. The second one yields an 
&lgorithm that uses O(logn) expected time and O(n) expected operations on a random
ized EREW PRAM, provided that w ~ (logn)2+c for some fixed e > O. 

Our deterministic and randomized sequenti&l and parallel &lgorithms gener&lize to 
the lexicographic sorting problem of sorting multiple-precision integers represented in 
sever&l words. 

1 Introduction 

Sorting is one of the most fundamental computational problems, and n keys can be sorted 
in O(nlogn) time by any of a number of well-known sorting algorithms. These algorithms 
operate in the comparison-based setting, Le., they obtain information about the relative 
order of keys exclusively through pairwise comparisons. It is easy to show that a r1Jnn;ng 
time of 0 ( n log n) is optimal in the comparison-based model. However, this model may not 
always be the most natural one for the study of sorting problems, since real machines allow 
many other operations besides comparison. U sing indirect addressing, for instance, it is 
possible to sort n integers in the range 0 .. n - 1 in linear time via bucket sorting, thereby 
demonstrating that the comparison-based lower bound can be meaningless in the context 
of integer sorting . 

• A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 27th Annual ACM Symposium on the Theory 
of Computing in Las Vegas, Nevada in May 1995. 
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Integer sorting is not an exotic special case, but in fact is one of the sorting problems most 
frequently encountered. Aside from the ubiquity of integers in algorithms of all kinds, we 
note that all objects manipulated by a conventional computer are represented internally by 
bit patterns that can be interpreted as integers by the built-in arithmetic instructions. For 
most basic data types, the numerical ordering of the representing integers induces a natural 
ordering on the objects representedj e.g., if an integer represents a character string in the 
natural way, the induced ordering is the lexicographic ordering among character strings. 
This is true even for floating-point numbers; indeed, the IEEE 754 floating-point standard 
was designed specifically to facilitate the sorting of floating-point numbers by means of 
integer-sorting subroutines [23, p. 228J. Many sorting problems therefore eventually boil 
down to sorting integers or, possibly, multiple-precision integers stored in several words. 

Classical algorithms for integer sorting require assumptions about the size of the integers 
to be sorted, or else have a running time dependent on the size. In order to work in linear 
time, bucket sorting requires its input keys to come from a range of linear size. Radix 
sorting in k phases, each phase implemented via bucket sorting, can sort n integers in the 
range 0 .. nie - 1 in O( nk) time. A more sophisticated technique, due to Kirkpatrick and 
Reisch [24], reduces this to O(nlogk), for arbitrary k ~ 2, but the fact remains that as 
the size of the integers to be sorted grows to infinity, the cost of the sorting also grows to 
infinity (or to 0(nlogn), if we switch to a comparison-based method at the appropriate 
point). 

H we allow intermediate results containing many more bits than the input numbers, 
while maintaining a unit-cost assumption, we can actually sort integers in linear time in
dependently of their size, as demonstrated by Paul and Simon [29] and Kirkpatrick and 
Reisch [24J. But again, from a practical point of view, this is not what we want, since a 
real machlne is unlikely to have unit-time instructions for operating on integers containing 
a huge number of bits. Instead, if the input numbers are w-bit integers, we would like 
all intermediate results computed by a sorting algorithm to fit in w bits as weil-in the 
terminology of Kirkpatrick and Reisch, the algorithm should be conservative. In this case 
the assumption of a full repertoire of ''reasonable'' constant-time instructions is rea1istic. 
In the remainder of the paper, when nothing else is stated, we will take "sorting" to mean 
sorting w-bit words on a unit-cost RAM with a word length of w bits. 

Fredman and Willard [16] were the first to show that n arbitrary integers can be sorted 
in o(nlogn) time by a conservative method. Their algorithm, a direct application of their 
fusion-tree data structure, sorts n integers in 0 (ny1og n) time. We describe two simple 
algorithms that improve their result . 

Dur first algorithm works in 0 (n log log n) time. It uses arithmetic instructions drawn 
from what we call the restricted instruction set, including comparison, addition, subtraction, 
bitwise AND and OR, and unrestricted bit shift, Le., shift of an entire woid (with zero 
filling) by a number of bit positions specified in a second word. As is not difficult to see, 
these instructions are all in ACo, i.e., they can be implemented through constant-depth, 
polynomial-size circuits with unbounded fan-in. Since this is known not to be the case for the 
multiplication instruction [6], which is essential for the fusion-tree algorithm, our algorithm 
can also be viewed as placing less severe demands on the underlying hardware; this answers 
a question posed by Fredman and Willard (an ans wer to this question is already implicit 
in [4]). Also, the algorithm by Fredman and Willard is nonuniform, in the sense that a 
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number of precomputed constants depending on w need to be included in the algorithm. 
Our algorithms need to know the value of w itself, but use no other precomputed constants. 

Our second algorithm is randomized and works in 0 (n) expected time, provided that 
w ;::: (log n )2+E for some fixed € > o. Sufficiently large integers can thus be sorted in linear 
expected time by a conservative algorithm. The algorithm uses a juli instruction set that 
augments the restricted instruction set with instructions for multiplication and random 
choice, where the latter takes an operand s in the range 1 . . 2W 

- 1 and returns a random 
integer drawn from the uniform distribution over {l, ... , s} and independent of all other 
such integers. 

Ben-Amram and Galil [7, Theorem 5] have shown that, in some circumstances, sorting 
requires O( n log n) time on a RAM with an instruction set consisting of comparison, ad
dition, subtraction, multiplication, and bitwise boolean operations. While it is possible to 
simulate left shifts using multiplication in their model, their lower bound does not apply 
if right shifts are allowed. We, on the other hand, assume that the complexity of left and 
right shifts is the same (as indeed it is to the underlying hardware). 

Our basic algorithms can be extended in various directions. They parallelize without 
loss on a PRAM with a word length of w bits, yielding algorithms that use O(logn) time and 
o ( n log log n) operations on a deterministic CRCW PRAM or, provided that w ;::: (log n )2+E 

for some fixed € > 0, O(logn) expected time and O(n) expected operations on a randomized 
EREW PRAM. The most comparable previous results are o (log n flog log n+ log w) time and 
O(nlogw) operations on a deterministic CRCW PRAM [8], and o (log n log log n) expected 
time and O(nv'logn) expected operations on a randomized CREW PRAM [2]. The variant 
of the CRCW PRAM intended here and throughout the paper is the ARBITRARY PRAM, on 
which some particlpating processor wins and writes its value in the case of a write confiict. 

We also obtain sequential and parallel algorithms for the general lezicographic sorting 
problem of sorting variable-length multiple-precision integers. As an example, if the n input 
numbers occupy a total of N words, they can be sorted sequentially in O(N + nlog log n) 
time; this is worst-case optimalif N = O(nloglogn), since O(N) operations are needed just 
to scan the input. 

Our results flow from the combination of the two techniques of packed sorting and range 
reduction. Packed sorting, introduced by Paul and Simon [29] and developed further in [22] 
and [2], saves on integer sorting by packing several integers into a single word and operating 
simultaneously on all of them at unit cost. This is only possible, of course, if several 
integers to be sorted fit in one word, i.e., packed sorting is inherently nonconservative. 
Range reduction, on the other hand, which underlles both radix sorting and the algorithm 
of Kirkpatrick and Reisch (24], reduces the problem of sorting integers in a certain range 
to that of sorting integers in a smaller range. The combination of the two techniques is 
straightforward: First range reduction is applled to replace the original full-size integers by 
smaller integers of which several fit in one word, and then these are sorted by means of 
packed sorting. 

Our results use existing range reductions and packed-sorting algorithms as weIl as new 
range reductions and packed-sorting algorithms developed here. In Section 2 we combine 
an existing range reduction with an existing packed-sorting algorithm to obtain our deter
ministic sequential result. In Section 3 we introduce a new range reduction based on the 
use of signatures, short unique identmers for long bit strings; the resulting sorting algo-
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rithm is called signature sort. Sections 4 and 5 contain remarks on extensions to sorting 
multiple-precision integers and the space requirements of our sorting algorithms, respee
tively. Sections 6-9 deal with parallel sorting. In Section 6 we describe a simple parallel 
packed-sorting algorithm. and use it to obtain work-optimal paralle1izations of the result of 
Section 2 on the CReW PRAM. In Seetion 7 we develop a more refined version of this 
parallel packed-sorting algorithm. and use it to obtain a time-optimal and work-optimal 
parallelization of signature sort on the EREW PRAM. Sections 8 and 9 contain parallel al
gorithms for sorting multiple-precision integers and some remarks on the spaee requirements 
of the parallel algorithms, respectively. 

Given a set of integers to be sorted, we distinguish between value-sorting, whose output 
is a sorted array containing the same multiset of integers as the input, and rank-sorting, 
where each input key is to be labeled with its rank (with ties between equal elements 
resolved arbitrarily). A rank-sorting algorithm can always be used in place of a value
sorting algorithm.-given the ranks, it is trivial to ereate a sorted output array-but the 
converse may not be true. For instanee, rank-sorting can be used as above to sort a set 
of records according to some integer key, whereas it is not dear how to aecomplish this by 
value-sorting the keys. When nothing else is stated, we will follow common practice and 
take "sorting" to mean rank-sorting, and our main results all pertain to rank-sorting. The 
relevance of value-sorting to the present paper is that packed-sorting schemes, at least in 
their basic form, tend to be value-sorting and not rank-sorting. 

In a sequential setting, there is actually no real difference between value-sorting and 
rank-sorting, sinee the latter reduces to the former. Suppose that we are given an array of 
n integer keys, where n is apower of 2, to be rank-sorted. We replaee the integer key :z: of 
the ith record by the value n:z:+( i-1), for i = 1, ... , n, and value-sort the resulting modified 
keys. Since the lower-order log n bits of each modified key eontain the index of the array 
loeation storing the corresponding original key, we ean rank-sort the original keys in O(n) 
further time. The only snag in this argument is that while the original keys fit in one word, 
each modified key may occupy two words, with the most significant word holding a value in 
the range 0 .. n - 1. In the sequential setting this is never an issue: We can sort the modified 
keys in two passes, value-sorting the lower-order words in the first pass, and then sorting 
the higher-order words by means of (stable) bucket sorting in 0 ( n) time. In the parallel 
setting we need to be more eareful, as the resources needed for stable bucket sorting by the 
best known algorithms are not always negllgible. However, we will appeal to the principle 
above only when the eomplexity of the sorting problem at hand is not significantly altered 
by adding log n lower-order bits to each key, so that the two passes can be eollapsed into 
one value-sorting pass; essentially, this means that the original keys should have O(log n) 
bits each. 

As a purely technieal point, we assume a machine architecture that always allows us to 
address enough working memory for our algorithms, even when w is barely larger than log n 
(this is an issue only for w = log n + 0(1), in which ease bucket sorting works in linear time 
and spaee). Sinee we will always require that w ~ log n, this allows us to assume without loss 
of generality that n and w are larger than arbitrary fixed constants. Furthermore, standard 
algorithms for multiple-precision arithmetic allow us to assume eonstant-time operations 
on words of O( w) bits, rather than exaetly w bits; put differently, the word length w is 
signüieant only up to a eonstant factor. 
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2 Sorting in 0 ( n log log n) time 

Our goal in this section is to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1 For all given integers n 2: 4 and w 2: log n, n integers in the range 0 .. 210 -1 
can be sorted in O(nloglogn) time on a unit-cost RAM with a ward length 0/ w bits and 
the restricted instruction set. 

For all positive integers n and b with b ~ w, denote by T( n, b) the worst-case time needed 
to sort n integers of b bits each, assuming b and w to be known. A sequential version of a 
parallel algorithm due to Albers and Hagerup [2] shows that T(n, b) = O(n) for all n 2: 4 
and b ~ rwj(lognloglogn)l, Le., provided that O(lognloglogn) keys can be packed into 
one word, sorting can be accomplished in linear time. This follows directly from Corollary 1 
of [2]. (The corollary requires a quantity LloglogmJ to be known, but it is easy to see that 
it suffices, in our case, to know the word length w.) We sketch the algorithm to illustrate 
its simplicity. It stores keys in the so-called word representation, i.e., k to a word, where 
k = o (log n log log n), and its central piece is a subroutine to merge two sorted sequences, 
each consisting of k keys and given in the word representation, in 0 (log k) time. Essentially 
using calls of this subroutine instead of single comparisons, the algorithm proceeds as in 
standard merge sort to create longer and longer sorted runs. Since it can handle k keys at 
a cost of O(logk), it saves a factor of 0(kjlogk) relative to standard merge sort, so that 
the total time needed comes to O(nlognlogkjk) = O(n). As described, the algorithm 
only value-sorts its inputj recall from the introduction, however, that we can easily derive 
a rank-sorting algorithm with the same resource bounds. 

Our second ingredient is the range reduction of Kirkpatrick and Reisch [24, Corol
lary 4.2], embodied in the recurrence relation 

T(n,b) ~ T(n, rbj21) + O(n), 

i.e., in O(n) time we can reduce by ab out half the number of bits in the integers to be 
sortedj again, code realizing the reduction fits on one page. 

Let us now prove Theorem 2.1. In order to sort n given keys, we first apply the range 
reduction of Kirkpatrick and Reisch 2 [log log n 1 times, at a total cost of 0 (n log log n). This 
leaves us with the problem of sorting n integers of at most fwj(logn)21 bits each, which 
can be done in O(n) time using the algorithm of Albers and Hagerup. 

3 Sorting in linear expected time 

In this section we describe the signature sort algorithm and show that it works in linear 
expected time. Signature sort is obtained by combining the packed-sorting algorithm of [2] 
with a new, randomized range-reduction scheme. We now admit multiplication as a unit
cost operation. 

We first provide an infonnal sketch of the main ideas behind signature sort. Just as 
the algorithm of Kirkpatrick and Reisch reduces the length of the keys to be sorted by half 
in linear time, signature sort reduces their length by a factor of q in linear time, where q 
is chosen such that integers of 0( q log n) bits each can be sorted in linear time. In order 
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to sort nb-bit keys, we split each key into q fields of bjq bits each and represent each 
value occurring in one or more fields by a unique signature of 9(log n) bits, obtained by 
applying a universal hash function to the value. The signatures of all fields in a key can be 
computed together in constant time, and their concatenation is an integer of 9( q log n) bits. 
Mter sorting the concatenated signatures of the input keys in linear time, we construct 
their path-compressed trie, with signatures considered as characters, also in O(n) time. 
The trie is a tree with fewer than 2n edges. Each leaf corresponds to an input key, and 
each edge is associated with a distinguishing signature in a natural way. All that remains 
is to sort the "sibling" edges below each node in the tree by the original (b j q)-bit field 
values corresponding to their distinguishing signatures, since after this operation the sorted 
sequence of the n input keys CaIl be read off the tree in a left-to-right SCaIl. It again suffices 
to reduce the number of bits in the numbers to be sorted by a factor of 9(log n log log n). 
Since we can choose q = 9(wj«logn)2loglogn)), a constant depth ofrecursion and linear 
overall time is obtained if w ~ (log n )2+E

, for fixed f > O. This ends the informal sketch. 
Besides the usual interpretation of the contents of words as integers, we will interpret 

words as representing sequences of integers or truth values (booleans). Which interpretation 
is intended for a given word will be expressed implicitly through the operations applied to 
the word. Our interpretation is parameterized by two integers M, f ~ 2. These will mostly 
be implicit; when wanting to make them explicit, we speak of the (M, f)-representation. 
When words intended torepresent objects according to the (M, f)-representation are given 
as input to a routine, we will always assume that the integers M and f are made available 
as well. 

The (M, f)-representation partitions the rightmost M f bits of a word into M fields of 
f bits each, while ignoring any other bits present in the word. The fields are numbered 
1, ... , M from right to left, and the leftmost bit of each field, called its test bit, is required to 
be zero. Suppose that field i of a word X contains the integer Zi, for i = 1, . . . , M (according 
to the usual binary representation). Then one interpretation of Xis as the integer sequence 
(Zl' ... , Z M ). The interpretation of X as a boolean sequence additionally requires that 
Zi E {O,l}, for i = 1, ... ,M, and interprets X as the sequence (r(zl), ... ,r(zM)), where 
r(l) = true and r(O) = false. 

Building on and extending ideas of [29J and [1.6], we now develop an arsenal of basic 
operations, many of which operate on sequences of integers or booleans on a component
by-component basis. The built-in bitwise boolean operations will be denoted by AND and 
OR., and the shift operator is rendered as i or 1: When Z and i are integers, Z i i denotes 
L Z . 2i J mod 210

, and Z 1 i = Z i (-i). In the following, assume the (M, f)-representation 
used throughout, for integers M, f ~ 2. As is common, we do not always distinguish between 
a variable and its valuej e.g., we may write X = (Zl!"" ZM), where X is a variable and 
(Zl,' .. , ZM) is the sequence that it represents. 

First, the constant Et;ö12if, which represents the sequence 1M,f = (1, ... ,1), can be 
computed in O(logM) time by noting that 12m.! = 1m.! . (1 + 2mf ), for all integers m ~ 2. 
As will be seen later, much of the utility of the constant 1M.! comes from the fact that 
multiplication with 1M.! carries out a prefix summation. Componentwise logical conjunction 
and disjunction, denoted /\ and V, are easy, since they may be implemented directly through 
AND and OR.. Componentwise logical negation, denoted .." is just subtraction from 1M.!. 
As a slightly less trivial operation, consider [X ~ YJ, where X = (Zl," .,ZM) and Y = 
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(Ylt ... , YM) are integer sequences, which returns the boolean sequence (bI, ... , b M) with 
bi = true if and only if Zi ~ Yü for i = 1, ... , M. [X ~ Y] can be computed by subtracting 
Y from X after first setting all test bits in X to 1. The test bits prevent carries between 
fields, and the test bit in field i will "survive" exactly if Zi ~ Yi, so that all that remains 
is to shift the test bits to the rightmost position of the fields and to mask away all other 
bits. Thus [X ~ Y] can be obtained as «X + (1M,! T (f - 1)) - Y) i (f - 1)) AND 1M,!. 
Because the full range of componentwise boolean operators is available, it is an easy matter 
to implement the remaining componentwise relational operators ~, >, <, = and =1-. E.g., 
[X = Y] = [X ~ Y] A [Y ~ X]. Another useful operator is the eztract operator I. When 
X = (Zl, .•. , Z M) is an integer sequence and B = (bI, ... , b M) is a boolean sequence, X 1 B 
denotes the integer sequence (Yl, ... , YM) such that for i = 1, ... , M, 

{ 
Zi, if bi = true, 

Yi = if b ~~1_ 0, i = Ju.uJe. 

X 1 B can be obtained simply as X AND (B . (2! - 1)). 

Lemma 3.1 Suppose that we are given two integers M ~ 2 and I ~ log M + 2, a word X 
representing a sequence 01 integers according to the (M, f)-representation, and the constant 
1M,!. Then, in constant time and using a word length 01 M I bits, we can compute the index 
01 the leftmost nonzero field in X (zero il there is no such field). 

PROOF Setting A := [X > 0] . 1M,! computes for each field the number of nonzero fields to 
its right, inc1uding itselfj the condition I ~ log M + 2 ensures that the fields are wide enough 
to hold the counts. In particular, m := (A i «M - 1)/)) AND (2! - 1) is the total number 
ofnonzero fields in X. Assume that m > o. Then B := [A = m . 1M,!] A [X> 0] contains 1 
in the field of interest and zeros in all other fields. Taking C := (lM,!)2 = (1,2, ... , M) and 
forming D := C 1 B replaces the 1 in the field ofinterest by the index ofthat field. The latter 
quantity, which is the desired answer, can finally be obtained as «D . 1M,!) i «M - 1)/)) 
AND (2! - 1). H m = 0, the same computation yields zero. 0 

We now return to the sorting problem and first give a high-level description of the new 
range reduction that ignores details such as rounding. Take q = w / «log n )2 log log n) and 
assume that q ~ 2. 

In order to sort n keys of b bits each, we begin by conceptually partitioning each key 
into q k-bit fields, where k = b/q. Assume that we are given a function h : {O, ... , 21c -I} -+ 

{O, ... ,2' - I}, where I = o (log n), that operates injectively on the set of all fields occurring 
in the input keys. We will actually consider the images under hasstrings of I = 1+ 1 bits, 
with the leftmost bit always equal to zero. For each field z, we call h( z) the signature of z; 
furthermore, if a key X consists of fields Zl, ... , Zq, we define the concatenated signature of 
X as the integer obtained by concatenating (the I-bit strings representing) the signatures 
h(zt), ... , h(zq). 

We now sort the n input keys by their concatenated signatures. By the choice of q, 
this can be done in linear time. Unless h happens to be monotonie, this arranges the keys 
in an order different from the one required by the original sorting problem, but one that 
nonetheless turns out to be useful. 
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Let Y1 , ••• , Yn be the concatenated signatures in the order in which they appear after the 
sorting (i.e., Y1 ~ Y2 ~ ••• ~ Yn ) and take Y = {Y1 , ••• , Yn }, formed as a multiset. Viewing 
the elements of Y as character strings of length q over the alphabet I; = {O, ... , 2' - 1}, 
we now aim to construct a path-compressed trie To for y. (For a more detailed discussion 
of the material that follows, consult [19].) H Y1 , ••• , Yn are distinct, To is a tree with a leaf 
node for each element of Y and an internal node for each string over I; that is the longest 
common prefix of two strings in y, and the parent of each nonroot node sinTo is the 
longest proper prefi.x of s that occurs as anode in To. H Y1 , •.• , Yn are not all distinct, we 
modify the definition of To slightly by considering identical strings as differing in a fictitious 
(q + 1 )st character; this ensures that each input key indeed corresponds to aseparate leaf. 
We will assume that each interna! node in To is marked with the length of the relevant 
common prefi.x, and that each leaf in To is marked with the corresponding input key (of 
which the leaf is the concatenated signature); after an easy computation, we can assume 
that each interna! node sinTo is marked with one of the input keys occurring in the subtree 
rooted at s. 

In order to construct To, we begin by computing the length ri of the longest common 
prefi.x of Yi and Yi+1' for i = 1, ... , n - 1; by Lemma 3.1, applied to words of the form 
[Yi ::j:. Yi+1]' this can be done in a total time of O(n). We then construct what is known 
as the Cartesian tree of the sequence (rb 1), ... , (rn-I, n - 1), where pairs are compared 
lexicographically. The Cartesian tree of a sequence al, ... , llm of distinct elements drawn 
from a totally ordered universe is the (possibly empty) tree T defi.ned inductively as follows: 
(1) Hm = 0, T is the empty treej (2) Hm ~ 1, the root ofT is aio = min{aI, ... ,llm}, 
and the two subtrees of the root are the Cartesian trees of the sequences ab ... , aio-l 
and ~o+I' ... , llm· Gabow et al. [18] showed that Cartesian trees of given sequences can be 
constructed in linear time, so that we obtain the Cartesian tree Tc of(rb 1), ... , (rn-I, n-1) 
in O(n) time. As observed in [19], if we add two children below each leaf in Tc, we obtain 
a tree that is isomorphic to the compressed trie To, except for the fact that Tc is always 
binary, while To is not: Each node in To with d ~ 3 children is represented in Tc by a path 
of d - 1 internal nodes connected to descendant via exactly d edges. Since this difference is 
computationally trivial (indeed, going from Tc to To can be viewed as merely a matter of 
interpreting the representation in a different way), it is easy to see that we can obtain To 
in linear time. 

The crucial observation at this point is that we can sort the input keys, attached to 
the leaves of To, by sorting the children of each internal node in To by the original fields 
corresponding to the distinguishing signatures in which they differ. Since the information 
available locally in the tree suffices to construct a list of the fields concerned in linear time 
for each internal node, we are now faced with the problem of sorting a total of n+ 9 -1 < 2n 
fields within disjoint groups, where 9 is the number of interna! nodes in To. Using an idea 
proposed by Kirkpatrick and Reisch [24], we can reduce the total number of fields to be 
sorted below n by removing the maximum field within each of the disjoint groups and 
adding it back after the sortingj this, of course, needs only 0 ( n) time. The original problem 
of sorting n keys of b bits each is thus reduced to that of sorting fewer than n keys of b / q 
bits each within disjoint groups. All that remains is a left-to-right travers al of To, during 
which the input keys are output as they are encountered. The idea of first constructing an 
unordered compressed trie and then sorting at each of its internal nodes was also used in 
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[28] and. [4]. 
We still need to describe how to obtain and evaluate the function h : {O, ... , 2lc - 1} -

{O, ... , 21 - 1}. Recall that what we require of his that it must operate injectively on a set 
S of nq fields. Provided that 1 is sufficiently large, we can ensure this, with high prob ability, 
by choosing hat random from a suitable dass of hash functions. In fact, most reasonable 
dasses ofhash functions have this property (the dass should be what is known as universal), 
but we are severely restricted in our choice of hash functions by the facts that, first, our 
instruction repertoire does not indude division and, second, we can spend only constant 
time computing the signatures of all fields in a word. A dass of hash functions that fits the 
bill is the dass 'H. = {ha 1 0 < a < 2lc , and a is odd}, where ha is defined by 

ha(z) = (az mod 2lc ) div 2lc - l , 

for z = 0, ... , 2lc - 1. It can be seen that ha simply picks out a segment of 1 consecutive 
bits from the product az. In order to compute the signatures of all fields in a word in 
constant time, we treat the fields in even-numbered positions and those in odd-numbered 
positions separately. To obtain the signatures of all even-numbered fields, we first dear the 
fields in odd-numbered positions (Le., they are set to zero) by means of a suitable mask, 
which creates "buffer zones" between the fields of interest. The whole resulting word is then 
multiplied by a, the buffer zones preventing overflow from one field from interfering with 
the multiplication in another field, and the final application of a suitable mask dears all bits 
outside of the signatures. At this point the signatures of the even-numbered positions are 
easily combined with those ofthe odd-numbered positions. Note that the integer represented 
by the word computed so far, although dosely related to the concatenated signature of the 
original key, is essentially as large as the original key-each signature, though only I bits 
long, still occupies a k-bit field, with zeros in unused bit positions. The signatures can 
be packed tightly in adjacent I-bit fields by means of a simple extension of the algorithm 
of [16, Lemma 3] shown in Fig. 1. This takes constant time, since all that is involved is 
a multiplication, a shift and a masking operation. The compaction works correctly only if 
the number of fields per word is bounded by the ratio of the width of a field to the width 
of a signature, so that a problem arises for b < q2 I. In this case, however, it suffices to 
divide a word into b/(qf) fields, rather than q fields; the resulting fields of ql bits each can 
be sorted directly in linear time, so that no recursive invocation is needed. 

The dass 'H. was analyzed by Dietzfelbinger et al. [13], who establish (Lemma 2.3) that 
if h is chosen randomly from 'H. (which amounts to choosing the multiplier a at random), 
then his injective on S with prob ability at least 1 -ISI 2 /21• We can assume without loss of 
generality that q ~ n and hence 1 S 1 ~ n 2 , since even for q = 0 (log n log log n) the problems 
generated by the reduction can be solved in linear time. Thus we can make the probability 
that his not injective on S smaller than 1/n2 by choosing 1 = 0(logn) appropriately. 

This completes the description of the randomized reduction. The original problem is 
reduced in 0 ( n) time to that of sorting fewer than n keys that are a factor of q shorter 
than the original input keys, or that can be sorted in linear time, within disjoint groups. 
For n 2: 1, 1 ~ b ~ w and 0 < p ~ 1, denote by T(n, b,p) the time needed to sort at most 
n integers of b bits each within disjoint groups with prob ability at least p, assuming b and 
w to be known. The reduction can be summarized in the recurrence relation 

T(n, b,p) ~ T(n, b/q,p + 1/n2
) + O(n). 
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:1:4 :1:3 :1:2 :1:1 (fields) 

I %4 I 1 %3 %2 1 %1 1 (signatures) 

1 11 11 11 

%4 1 %3 %2 1 %1 

%4 1 1 %3 %2 %1 1 

1 %3 1 %2 %1 

1 %2 1 %1 

%4 I %3 I %2 I Z4 I %3 %2 %1 %3 1 %2 1 %1 1 1 %2 1 %1 1 1 %1 1 (multiply) 

'" 
1 Z4 1 1 %4 1 %3 1 1 Z4 1 %3 1 %2 1 %4 1 %3 1 %2 1 %1 1 (shirt) 

'-v-
mask 

1 %4 1 %3 1 %2 1 %1 

Figure 1: Computing concatenated signatures. For i = 1, ... ,4, Zi = h( :Ci). 

As in Section 2, we apply the reduction repeatedly until the remaining sorting problem can 
be solved directly using the algorithm of Albers and Hagerup, Le., until the length of the 
numbers involved has dropped by a factor of 0(log n log log n); it is easy to see that this 
happens after 0(1 + log log n/log q) reduction steps. Disregarding a few technicalities that 
were ignored above and will be dealt with below, this proves the foilowing main result. 

Theorem 3.1 For all given integers n ~ 4 and w ~ 2(logn)210glogn, a unit-cost RAM 
with a word length 01 w bits and the Jull instruction set can sort n integers in the range 
O . . 210 -1 in 

o (n + n log log n flog q) 

time, where q = w/((logn)210glogn), with probability at least 1-I/n. 

PROOF We use the algorithm described ab ove , but still need to give some more details of 
the choice of parameters and the computation of concatenated signatures. 

Begin by choosing I = 0(log n) sufficiently large for the analysis (e.g., since we can 
assume that I S 1 ~ n2 , I > 6 log n will do) such that 1 = 1+ 1 is apower of 2. The remaining 
part of the detailed implementation depends on the size of w relative to n. 

Assume first that w ~ llog n J 4. Then we can easily compute with w, Le., derive from 
w the auxiliary parameters needed by the algorithm. Begin by determining flog w 1 and 
replace w by 2 flog 10 1, Le., pretend that w is apower of 2; this at most doubles the necessary 
word length. We will choose several other parameters as powers of 2; we always assume 
that their logarithms are computed as weil, so that divisions by these parameters can be 
realized in constant time as right shifts. Briefly letting q' = w / ((log n? log log n), choose q 
as apower of 2 with q ~ 2q' ~ 4, but q = O(q'). Now integers of ql bits can be sorted in 
linear time, as required. 
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Consider the problem of sorting b-bit integers, where b ::; w is apower of 2, and take 
m = min{q,b/(q/)} (the number offields) and k = b/m (the field width). We can assume 
that m;::: 4, since otherwise the sorting can be carried out directly in linear time. Given a 
random multiplier a, the computation of the concatenated signature of a b-bit integer stored 
in a word X can take the following form: First appropriate masks BI := Im / 2•2k • (2k 

- 1) 
and B2 := 2& -1- BI are computed, then C := E~=I((a. (X AND Bi)) AND Bd essentially 
carries out the multiplication with a, and D := (C ! (k - I)) AND (I m .k • (2' - 1)) leaves 
only the signatures of the fields. In order to pack the signatures tightly according to Fig. 1, 
we compute E := D ·lm ,k-! and F := E ! ((m - l)(k - I)) and obtain the concatenated 
signature as FAND (2m ! - 1). Note that the relation ml ::; k ensures that fields do not 
"collide" during the compaction. 

Since all but the last reduction step reduces the number of bits in the integers to be 
sorted by a factor of q, the number of reduction steps will be 0(1 + log logn/log q), for a 
total time of O(n + nloglogn/logq). Each of the constants of the form l a ,ß needed by the 
algorithm can be computed in O(log log n) time, and the total number of such constants 
needed over all reduction steps is O(log log n), so that their computation is not a bottleneck. 

Suppose now instead that w > llognJ4. The main difference to the case of small 
values of w is that we cannot easily compute with w and that only a single reduction 
step is needed. We begin by computing integers k .;::: 1 and m ;::: 4 such that m is even, 
k = E>(w/(lognloglogn)), mk ;::: w, mk = O(w), and ml ::; k. For sufficiently large values 
of n, such integers exist and can be computed in O(logn) time; e.g., k can be obtained 
from w via a right shift by approximately log(log n log log n) bits. Taking b = mk, we can 
compute concatenated signatures exactly as in the case w ::; llog n J 4. The correctness is 
again guaranteed by the relation ml ::; k, and since the fields can be sorted in linear time, 
only a single reduction step is needed. The necessary constants of the form l a ,ß can be 
computed in O(loglogn) time, and the complete sorting finishes in O(n) time. 0 

For large values of q, the faUure prob ability of l/n indicated in Theorem 3.1 is not the 
best possible. We shall not elaborate on this, but mention that a smaller prob ability is 
obtained simply by choosing a larger value of 1. The same remark applies to Theorem 7.1. 

Corollary 3.1 11 w ;::: (log n ?+~ lor some fixed € > 0, we can sort in linear ezpected time. 

4 Sorting multiple-precision integers 

Building on ideas of [24] and [28], an algorithm of Andersson and Nilsson [4] reduces the 
problem of sorting n multiple-precision integers occupying a total of N words to that of 
sorting n (single-precision) integers; the reduction needs O(N + n) time. Combining this 
with Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 3.1, we obtain two algorithms for the generallexicographic 
sorting problem. 

Corollary 4.1 For all integers n, N ;::: 4, n multiple-precision integers occupying a total 01 
N machine words can be sorted in O(N + nloglogn) time or, provided that w ;::: (logn)2+~ 
lor some fixed € > 0, in O(N + n) ezpected time. 
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5 Space requirements 

As is easy to discover from an inspection of the algorithms of [2] and [24], the deterministic 
algorithm of Section 2 works in 0(2"') space. The only point that might need clarification 
concerns the recursion stack needed for successive range-reduction steps. Each reduction 
step pushes a list of n numbers on the stack. However, the number of bits needed to store 
these numbers is reduced by a factor of essentially 2 from one reduction step to the next. 
By storing several numbers in each machine word, we can therefore arrange that the total 
space requirements for the recursion stack are O(2:~o nl2i ) = O(n) = 0(2"'). 

By breaking each input key into r pieces of at most f wir 1 bits each, for some r ~ 2, 
thereby in effect reducing the word length, and sorting the resulting multiple-precision 
integers as described in the previous section, we obtain a sorting algorithm that uses 0 (nr + 
nloglogn) time and O(n + 2'0/") space. (The reduction of Corollary 4.1 itself works in 
O(n + 2"'/") space.) 

The recursion stack of signature sort can also be represented in linear space, so that 
signature sort works in O(n) space. 

6 Deterministic parallel sorting 

We begin this section by discussing two parallel packed-sorting algorithms. One is the 
original algorithm of Albers and Hagerup, whose performance bounds are restated for the 
reader's convenience. The second algorithm is new and based on a combination of the 
sorting network of Ajtai et al. [1] and the packed-sorting algorithm of Paul and Simon [29]. 
We subsequently describe a parallel version of the range reduction of Kirkpatrick and Reisch 
and combine it with the packed-sorting algorithms to obtain new algorithms for conservative 
sorting. 

Lemma 6.1 For all given integers n ~ 4 and w ~ logn, n integers 01 fwl(log n log log n)l 
bits each can be value-sorted in 0((logn)2) time usingO(n) operations on an EREW PRAM 
with the restricted instruction set. On the CREW PRAM, the same result holds, except that 
the running time is O(lognloglogn). 

PR.OOF The first part of the lemma is just Corollary 1 of [2]. It turns out that the only part 
ofthe algorithm of that corollary that needs more than 0(lognloglogn) time are 0(logn) 
successive rounds of merging longer and longer sorted runs of input numbers. The second 
part of the lemma follows by observing that merging can be done in doubly-Iogarithmic 
time on the CREW PRAM [26]. 0 

The algorithms of Lemma 6.1 need more than logarithmic time because they are based 
on repeated merging. We now provide an alternative algorithm that value-sorts n keys in 
O(logn) time, but in return requires more keys to fit in one word and needs multiplication. 

For all integers M, 1 ~ 2, we extend the (M, f)-representation to cover objects of one 
additional type, namely multisets of integers. If field i of a word X contains the integer 
Xi, for i = 1, ... , M, X may be interpreted as the multiset obtained from the multiset 
{Xl, ... , XM} by removing all occurrences of zero; in other words, a field with a value of 
zero is interpreted as being "empty". We sometimes restrict the multiset representation 
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further by requiring all nonzero field values to be distinctj in this case we will call the 
object represented a (simple) set, rather than a multiset. 

Lemma 6.2 Suppose that we are given two integers M 2: 2 and / 2: log M + 2, a word 
X representing a simple set U according to the (M, f)-representation, an integer r with 
1 ~ r ~ 1UI, and the constants 1M.!, 1M,M! and 1M,(M-l)!' Then, in constant sequential 
time and using a word length 0/ M2/ bits, we can find the element 0/ U whose rank in U 
is r. 

PaOOF Denote by Zi the integer contained in field i of X, for i = 1, ... , M. We will 
temporarily adopt the (M2, f)-representation, Le., operations like I are to be interpreted 
accordingly below, and we begin by replacing X by X AND (2M ! -1) in order to remove any 
spurious bitsj note that the fundamental constant 1M2,! can be obtained as 1M,! ·lM,M!. 
The basic idea, which goes back to Paul and Simon [29], is to create words A and B such 
that field number (j -l)M + i <?f A contains Zi, while the corresponding field of B contains 
Z i' for i = 1, . .. , M and j = 1, ... , M, and then to carry out al.l pairwise comparisons 
between elements of {Zb"" ZM} by evaluating [A 2: B] (see Fig. 2). Ais easily computed 

Figure 2: The words A and B. 

as X ·lM,Mf, and B can be obtained as ((X ·lM ,(M-l)!) 11M,M!) . 1M,! (see Fig. 3). 

I :1:4 1 :1:3 1:1:2 * 1:1:3 1 :1:2 I * 1:1:3 1:1:2 * 1:1:3 I :1:2 I :1:1 I Y:= X .IM ,(M-1l! 

I :1:4 I I :1:3 I I :1:2 I :1:1 I W:= Y 11M,MI 

11 11 11 ]] IM,I 

I :1:4 I :1:4 I :1:4 1 :1:4 I :1:3 1 :1:3 I :1:3 I :1:3 1 :1:2 I :1:2 I :1:2 1:1:2 :1:1 I :1:1 I :1:1 1 :1:1 I B:= W . 1M,! 

Figure 3: Stages in the computation of B. * denotes a don't-care value. 
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Setting C := «[A ;::: B] /I. [B > 0]) ·lM,M!) 1 «M -l)M f) computes the rank of Zi in U 
and stores it in field i of the (M, f)-representation, for i = 1, ... , M, provided that Zi :f. 0 
(see Fig. 4). Recall that if Zi = 0, then, by definition, Zi rt. U, and note how the test B > 0 
prevents zero elements of Zl, ... , ZM from interfering with the rank computation. As in the 
algorithm of Lemma 3.1, the condition f ;::: log M + 2 ensures that fields are wide enough 
to hold the ranks. 

I :1:. 1 :1:3 1 :1:2 1 :1:1 1 X 

:1:. I :1:3 I :1:2 I :1:1 I :1:. I :1:3 I :1:2 I :1:1 I :1:. 1 :1:3 1 :1:2 1 :1:1 1 :1:. I :1:3 1 :1:2 1 :1:1 1 A 

:1:. I :1:. I :1:. I :1:. 1 :1:3 I :1:3 I :1:3 1 :1:3 I :1:2 :1:2 1:1:2 :1:2 1 :1:1 :1:1 :1:1 :1:1 1 B 

t.~-I t3. 1 t2. I tl. I t.3 1 t33 1 t23 I t13 It.2 t3a 1 t22 t12l t.l t3l t2l tlll T := [A ~ B] /I. [B > 0] 

11 11 11 11 IM,MI 

t~ Ita~ ta~ tii It~~ 1 t~ I t2a I t13 It~2 t3a 1 t2a tla 1 t.l t3l tal tll I 

t.3 I tl! t23 t13 1 t~a I t32 Itaa I t12 1 t.! t3ll t 2l tlll 

t~2 I t32 t22 tla I t.l 1 t31 I t2l I tl1 1 

t.l I t31 t2l tll 

C. I C3 C2 Cl I * 1 * * I * 1 * 1 * * I * * 1 * I * I * C' := T ·IM,MI 

1 C. I C3 1 C2 1 Cl C:= C' ! ((M - I)Mf) 

Figure 4: Computing the ranks of the Zi 'so tij denotes the result of the comparison 
"1 

Zi ~ Z j, for i = 1, ... , M and j = 1, ... , M, and Ci is the rank of zi, 

for i = 1, ... , M. * represents a don't-care value. 

We now revert to the (M, f)-representation and remove all elements of U except the 
one of rank r by setting D : = X I [C = r . 1M,!]. Finally the element of rank r is obtained 
as «D . 1M,!) 1 «M - 1)f)) AND (2! - 1). 0 

Given two multisets U and V of integers containing the same number k of elements, we 
denote by U ~ V and U ~ V the multisets consisting of the k smallest and the klargest 
elements of the (2k )-element multiset U u V, respectively. We will use the term "k-halver" 
to denote a device that inputs two multisets U and V of k integers each and outputs U ~ V 
and U ~ V. The following lemma describes the implementation of a k-halver. 

Lemma 6.3 Suppose that we are given integers M ;::: 2, m = !log Ml + 2, f;::: m + 1, and 
k ;::: 1, two words X and Y representing multisets U and V 0/ cardinality k each according 
to the (M, f)-representation, and the constants 1M,! , 12M,2M!, and 12M,(2M-l)!' Suppose 
jurther that the m + 1 most significant bits 0/ each field 0/ X and Y are zero. Then, in 
constant sequential time and using a word length 0/ 4M2 f bits, we can compute words 
representing U ~ V and U ~ V according to the (2M, f)-representation. 

PROOF We first combine X and Y by computing W:= (X AND (2M ! - 1)) + (Y i (Mf)). 
Flom now on we employ the (2M, f)-representation. The idea is simply to split the multiset 
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stored in W at its median, the latter being found with the algorithm of Lemma 6.2. Before 
we can appeal to Lemma 6.2, however, we have to convert the multiset stored in W to a 
simple set by imposing a total order among equal elements. We do this by shifting each 
element left by m bits and appending a unique marker to the right end of each element. By 
the assumption of free leading bit positions in each field, the representation remains valid, 
and the relative order of distinct elements is as before, which will ensure the correctness 
of the procedure. The unique end markers are obtained from the word A = (12M,!)2 = 
(1,2, ... , 2M), so that altogether we execute W := (W im) + (A I [W > 0]). Now we can 
employ the algorithm of Lemma 6.2 to determine the element Z of rank k. Subsequently 
we compute the two words W I [W :::; Z • 12M,!] and W I [W > Z • 12M,!] and return them 
after removing their end markers and shifting them right by m bits (while removing any 
spurious bits introduced by the right shift). 0 

An important fact to note ab out the lemma above is that the output is "less compact" 
than the input, in that the number of fields per word has doubled, while the number of 
nonempty fields per word remains exactly the same. In order to counteract this drift, we 
will regularly compact words representing multisets in the sense described in the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 6.4 Given two integers M ~ 2 and f ~ log M + 2 and a word X representing a 
multiset U according to the (M, f)-representation, a word representing U according to the 
(max{lUl, 2}, f)-representation can be computed sequentially in o (log M) time using a word 
length 0/ M / bits. 

PaOOF We adapt a classical algorithm developed in the context of routing on hypercubic 
networks. We first give a high-level description of the algorithm and then describe its 
detailed implementation. 

The goal will be to pack the elements of U tightly without changing the relative order 
in which they occur in X. Hence for i = 1, ... , M, if field i contains an element that has 
Ti zero fields to its right, then this element should be moved right by Ti field widths-call 
Ti its move distance. The actual movement takes place in [log Ml phases. In Phase t, for 
t = 0, . .. , [log Ml-l, some elements move right by 2t field widths, while the other elements 
remain stationary. Whether or not an element should participate in the movement in Phase t 
can be read directly off the corresponding bit of its move distance. The nontrivial fact 
ab out the algorithm, which guarantees its correctness, is that fields never "collide" during 
the movement (see, e.g., [27, Section 3.4.3]). 

The sequence R = (Tl, ... , TM) of move distances is computed by the instruction R : = 
[X = 0]· IM,b and the movement in Phase t simply computes A := (R! t) AND 1M,! and 
replaces X by (((X I A) AND (2M ! - 1)) ! (2 t f)) + (X I -.A), for t = 0, ... , [logMl - 1. 0 

For our purposes, a comparatoT network of width mEIN is a straight-line program 
consisting of a sequence of instructions of the form Compare(i,j), where 1 :::; i < j :::; m. 
The intended semantics is that a comparator network of width m operates on an array 
Q[I . . m] containing m (not necessarily distinct) elements drawn from an ordered universe, 
and that the execution of an instruction Compare( i, j) simultaneously replaces Q [i] and Q [j] 
by min{Q[i], Q[j]} and max{Q[i], Q[j]}, respectively. If executing a comparator network P 
according to this interpretation sorts Q, Le., if Q[I] :::; Q[2] :::; ... :::; Q[m] after the execution 
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of 'P irrespectively of the initial contents of Q, P is called a sorting network. A leveled 
network of depth d is a comparator network whose sequence of Compare instructions is 
partitioned into d contiguous subsequences, called levels, such that no integer occurs more 
than once as an argument to Compare within a single level. All Compare instructions within 
one level of a leveled sorting network can clearly be executed in parallel without affecting 
the sorting property ofthe network. For all integers m 2: 2, the AKS network [1] is a leveled 
sorting network of width m and depth O(logm). 

Let m and k be positive integers and suppose that we re-interpret a sorting network P 
of width m as follows: Rather than single elements, the cells of Q now contain multisets of 
k elements each, and the execution of Compare(i,i) simultaneously replaces Q[i] and Q[i] 
by Q[i] ~ Q[i] and Q[i] ~ Q[i], respectively. Suppose further that we add to the beginning of 
'P instructions to partition km elements arbitrarily into m multisets of k elements each and 
to store these in Q[l], . .. , Q[m], and that we add to the end of P instructions to sort the 
multiset Q[i] into nondecreasing order, for i = 1, ... , m, and to concatenate the resulting 
sorted sequences in the order corresponding to Q[l], . .. , Q[m]. We will call the procedure 
obtained in this way the k-halving version of P. It is known that the k-halving version of 
any sorting network of width m sorts any sequence of km elements correctly [25, Exercise 
5.3.4.38]; we willlater prove a more general statement (Lemma 7.6). 

Lemma 6.5 For all given integers n 2: 2 and w 2: logn and all fized € > 0, n integers 01 
b = rwJ(logn)2+~l bits each can be value-sorted in O(logn) time using O(n) operations on 
a unit-cost EREW PRAM with a word length 01 w bits and the juli instruction set. 

PR.OOF Let k be the smallest power of 2 larger than log n and assume without loss of 
generality that k divides n and that n, b 2: 4. We will use the k-halving version of the 
AKS network 'P of width m = nJ k, with each Compare instruction being executed by the 
k-halver of Lemma 6.3. Since the k-halver works in constant time and the depth of 'P is 
O(logm) = O(logn), the sorting runs in O(logn) time. Furthermore, since the number 
of Compare instructions in a leveled comparator network tannot exceed the product of 
its width and depth, the total number of k-halving steps and, hence, the total number of 
operations executed is O(mlogm) = O(n). What remains is to check a number of details. 

Given n integers of b bits each and any integer 1 > b, it is a trivial matter, spending 
O(k) = O(logn) time and O(n) operations, to partition the input numbers into m multisets 
of k elements each and to store each of these in a word according to the (k, f)-representation. 
One small complication derives from the fact that the value zero, stored in a field, is reserved 
to denote an "empty" field. We can deal with this by adding 1 to each key for the duration 
of the sorting, which may increase b by 1. This realizes the "preprocessing" of the k
halving version of P. Similarly, the "postprocessing" can be realized by first converting each 
multiset, stored in the (k, f)-representation, to the corresponding sequence of k integers, 
stored in k words, and then sorting this sequence with the first algorithm of Lemma 6.1. The 
sorting needs O((10gk)2) = O(logn) time and a total ofO(n) operations. Recall, however, 
that since the k-halvers of the k-halving version of P are implemented via Lemma 6.3, each 
level of the network blows up the representation by a factor of 2, Le., takes us from the 
(M, f)-representation to the (2M, f)-representation, for some M 2: k. We need to limit the 
maximum value Mmax of M that arises during the sorting, which we do by compacting the 
words produced by regularly spaced levels of the network. More precisely, for an integer 
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d ~ 1, we compact the words at hand whenever the total number of levels executed so far is 
divisible by d, as well as after the final level. We choose d such that d ~ r ( l / 4) log log n 1, but 
d = O(loglogn). The first condition ensures that Mmax is bounded by k. 2r(t:/4)loglognl ~ 
2k(logn)t:/4 = O((logn)1+t:/4). In particular, since Mmax is polylogarithmic in n, each 
compaction according to Lemma 6.4 takes o (log log n) time, together with which the second 
condition imposed on d implies that the total time spent on compaction is within a constant 
factor of the depth of the network, i.e., negligible. 

The word length needed is 4M!ax! bits (Lemma 6.3 is the bottleneck). By the discussion 
above, this is o (f(log n)2+t:/2) bits. According to Lemma 6.3,! must be chosen so large that 
each field, in addition to the b bits ofthe key stored there, has at least rIog Mmax 1 +31eading 
zero bits. Since Mmax is polylogarithmic in n, we can easily satisfy this requirement while 
ensuring that ! = O(b(logn)t:/2); the necessary word length therefore is O(b(logn)2+t:) = 
O( w) bits, as promised. Note also that it is trivial to compute the constants of the form 
1a ,ß required by Lemma 6.3 in O(logn) sequential time for all relevant values of M. 

We now come to the construction of the AKS network itself. We follow the description 
given in [30], except that we replace the family of expanding graphs used there by the family 
of graphs given by Gabber and Galil [17] in order to simplify the task of constructing the 
network, at the expense of increasing the constant factor hidden in the O-notation. The key 
building blocks of the AKS construction are networks of constant depth and size 0(8) for 
"approximately classifying" two arrays containing 8 ~ m/2 elements each, for various values 
of 8. H 8 = 12 for an integer I, such a network can be constructed in constant time with 
O( 8) operations using the graphs of [17], provided that we can add two numbers modulo 1 
in constant time. It turns out that the resulting network can also be used to approximately 
classify arrays of size 8' < 8, provided that 8' = 0(8). Accordingly, it suffices to consider 
only values of 8 of the form 4;, for an integer i, in which case the remainder modulo 1 can 
be formed via a suitable masking operation. 

Constructing the AKS network from these building blocks is also easy. The AKS net
work can be viewed as moving the elements of an array of size m among the nodes of a 
complete binary tree ofheight 0(logm). Say that a single time step is the depth required to 
approximately classify two arrays. A time step thus represents a constant number of levels 
in the sorting network. The AKS network runs for T = 0(log m) time steps and will be 
constructed in T stages, where in the tth stage the comparisons performed in the tth time 
step will be output in constant time by m EREW PRAM processors, for t = 0, ... , T - 1. 
In order to do this it is necessary for each processor to know two quantities a(t) and b(t), 
which can be computed from a( t - 1) and b( t - 1) in constant time by one processor using 
the restricted instruction set, by keeping track of the value of t modulo 3 and modulo 4 
(a(O) = b(O) = 0). Given the quantities a(t) and b(t) and the mapping of array locations to 
tree nodes in time step t - 1, we can compute the mapping of array locations to tree nodes 
in time step t as well as various auxiliary quantities, which suffice to determine the required 
comparisons (the mapping of array locations to tree nodes in time step 0 is a trivial one). 
o 

The range reduction of Kirkpatrick and Reisch does not lend itself to easy direct paral
lelization. Bhatt et al. [8] discovered a way around this based on reducing the integer-sorting 
problem to another problem known as ordered chaining and applying parallel versions of the 
techniques of Kirkpatrick and Reisch to the latter problem. Here we exploit the connections 
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between integer sorting and ordered chaining further: We first transform the initial integer
sorting problem to a problem of ordered chaining, then use the techniques of Kirkpatrick 
and Reisch and Bhatt et al. to transform the initial ordered-chaining problem to a collec
tion of smaller ordered-chaining problems. At the end the collection of ordered-chaining 
problems is transformed back to a single integer-sorting problem. 

The definition of ordered chaining below is equivalent to the one used by Bhatt et al. [8], 
but we prefer to phrase it in the style of [14]. 

Definition For all integers N ~ 1, theordered-chaining problem of size N is, given N 
processors numbered 0, ... , N - 1, some of which are (permanently) inactive (i.e., they do 
not take part in the computation), to compute for each active processor the smallest integer 
larger than its own number, if any, that is the number of an active processor. 

Informally, the ordered-chaining problem thus is to hook the active processors together 
in a linked list, sorted by processor number. It is important to note that the inactive 
processors are not available to participate in the computation. For N apower of 2 whose 
logarithm is known, Bhatt et al. describe a reduction of an ordered-chaining problem of 
size N to 2 r(logN)/21 + 1 ordered-cbaining problems, each of size at most 2 r(logN)/21 j the 
reduction takes constant time on a CReW PRAM. 

The transformation from integer sorting to ordered chaining exploited by Bhatt et al. is 
very simple: Assume that the initial task is to sort n integers Zl , ... , Zn of w bits each, where 
n is apower of 2. We then associate a processor with Zi, for i = 1, ... , n, and let it simulate 
an active processor with processor number nZi + (i - 1), the inactive processors being 
entirely fictitiousj this defines an instance of the ordered-chaining problem of size 2w+logn. 

Applying the reduction above r times, for some r ~ 1, takes O( r) time and yields a collection 
of ordered-chaining problems, each of size at most 2 r(w+logn)/2"1. At this point each active 
processor generates a pair (i, i), where i is an identification of the subproblem to which the 
processor belongs, and j is its processor number within that subproblem. It is easy to see 
that sorting the pairs lexicographically solves all ordered-chaining problems in the collection. 
Undoing the reductions, we then obtain a solution to the original ordered-chaining problem 
in the form of a linked list. A solution to the original integer-sorting problem, finally, can 
be obtained in O(logn/loglogn) time using O(n) operations by applying the list-ranking 
algorithm of [8, Theorem 2] to this list. 

Since the identmcation of an ordered-chaining problem can be taken as the real processor 
number of a processor simulating an active processor in the group, an integer in the range 
1 .. n, the argument above reduces the problem of sorting n integers of w bits each to that 
of sorting n integers of at most flog n 1 + f( w + log n) /2"1 bits eachj the reduction uses 
O(r + log n/log log n) time and O(nr) operations on a CReW PRAM. 

Theorem 6.1 For all given integers n ~ 4 and w ~ log n, n integers in the range 0 .. 2w -1 
can be sorted in o (log n log log n) time using O(n log log n) operations on a unit-cost CRCW 
PRAM with a word length of w bits and the restricted instruction set. With the julI instruc
tion set, the same result holds, ezcept that the running time is O(logn). 

PROOF We use the reduction given above with r = 3 [log log n 1, which takes O(logn/loglogn) 
time and uses 0 (n log log n) operations. The resulting problem of sorting n integers of 
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at most flognl + f(w + log n)j(10gn)31 bits each is solved using the algorithm of [8] if 
w ~ Llog nJ4, and using the packed-sorting algorithm either ofthe second part ofLemma 6.1 
or of Lemma 6.5 otherwise. The packed-sorting subroutine used if w > LlognJ\ though 
only value-sorting, is easily turned into a rank.-sorting algorithm, as required here, since it 
is applied to keys of O(1og n) bits each. 0 

7 Randomized parallel sorting 

In this section we first describe a randomized packed-sorting algorithm. We then show that 
the randomized reduction of Section 3 parallelizes very simply and derive a randomized 
conservative sorting algorithm. 

Lemma 6.5 requires a word length of 0(M2 f) bits, where M = (log n )1+0 (1), essentially 
because of the need to carry out all comparisons between two groups of log n keys each 
within a single word. We now describe how randomization allows us to solve the problem 
with a word length of just O( M f) bits. Since the only part of the algorithm of Lemma 6.5 
that needs a word length exceeding 0( M f) bits is the selection subroutine of Lemma 6.2, it 
suffices to replace the latter with a less wasteful routine. We provide a bottom-up description 
and begin by considering the problem of generating a random sampie. For 0 ~ p ~ 1, define 
a Jrsample (with respect to the (M, f)-representation) as a word representing a sequence 
(b1 , ••• , b M) of independent random truth values such that bi = true with prob ability p, for 
i=l, ... ,M. 

Lemma 7.1 Given positive integers M, / ~ 2 and h < / and the constant 1M,!1 a 2-h_ 
sampie with respect to the (M, f) -representation can be computed in constant sequential time 
with a word length 0/ M / bits. 

PaOOF We first use the built-in random-choice instruction to draw a random integer A 
nom the uniform distribution over {O, ... , 2M ! - I}. Then all except the rightmost h bits 
in each field of Aare masked away by executing A := A AND (1M.!' (2h -1)), and the result 
is obtained as 1M,! I [A = 0]. 0 

Suppose that U is a simple set stored in a word X according to the (M, f)-representation. 
The algorithm of Lemma 6.4 compacts U into exactly IUI fields in o (log M) time. In 
contrast, we will now develop a randomized algorithm to compact U into roughly 1U13 

fields in constant time. Lemma 7.2 below handles abstract aspects of the algorithm, while 
Lemma 7.3 describes its implementation in our model. 

The basic idea of the compaction is to multiply X by a word R containing a random 
subset of the 1 bits of 12M,! (and no other 1 bits). Observe that during the multiplication, 
a 1 in field i of R can be viewed as placing a copy of each element of U i-I fields to the left 
of its position in X. Each element of U thus · "multiplies" into a col1ection of copies, some 
of which may be placed in a section of consecutive fields that we choose to consider as the 
"target area" of the compaction. If two copies collide, in the sense that they are placed in 
the same field, both are lost (an unintended addition takes place)j we will ensure, however, 
that the compaction is successful if each element of U has at least one noncolliding copy 
placed in the target area. 
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In order to facilitate the discussion, define A + B, where A and B are sets of integers, as 
{a+b la E A and bEB}. A-B is defined analogously, and we abbreviate {a}+B as a+B. 
In the lemma below, A represents the set of indices of fields containing elements of U. T is 
the set of indices of those fields that form the target area, and S corresponds to the set of 
indices of the nonzero fields in R; for simplicity, we allow S to contain arbitrary integers, 
just as we allow A and T to be arbitrary sets of integers. For a E A, the set Ba defined 
in the lemma is easily seen to be the set of indices of fields in the target area to which the 
element in field a of X is copied without collision, so that the probability bounded by the 
lemma is the faUure probability of the compaction. 

Lemma 7.2 Let s, mEIN, let A and T be sets of integers with lAI = sand ITI = m and 
let S be a random set obtained by including each integer independently of allother integers 
and with some probabilityp ~ 1/~2s). For ~~ch a E A, let Ba = ~(a+S)nT)\((A\{a})+S). 
Then Ba = 0 for some a E A wtth probabil1.ty at most s . e-2mp . 

PaOOF It suffices to show that for arbitrary a E A, Ba = 0 with probability at most e-2mp3 . 
Hence fix a E A and take B = Ba. We first investigate the prob ability that a + i ~ B, for an 
arbitrary integer i with a + i E T. a + i E a + S with probability p, and a + i E (A \ { a} ) + S 
with probability at most (s - 1)p ~ 1/2. Furthermore, these two events are independent, 
since they depend on the inclusion in S of disjoint sets of integers, so that a + i ~ B with 
prob ability at most 1 - p/2. 

We will construct a set I ~ T - {al with the property that, for each i E I, we can 
bound the probability that a + i ~ B by 1- p/2, independently of the membership in B of 
any other elements of a + I. For this it suffices, similarlyas above, that the membership 
in B of distinct elements of a + I be determined by disjoint sets of elementary events of 
the form j E S. For every i E T - {a}, the event a + i E B is determined exclusively by 
the events j ES, where j E {a + i} - A. A sufficient condition for I having the desired 
property is therefore that for all distinct i, i' EI, we have ( {a + i} - A) n ( {a + i'} - A) = 0, 
Le., i' :f:. i - b + b' for all b, b' E A. Since each element of I rules out at most s2 - 1 
other elements of T - {a} as potential members of I, there is a set I with the desired 
property of size at least ITI/ S2 = m/ s2. This shows that B = 0 with prob ability at most 
(1 _ p/2)m/62 ~ e-mp/(262

) ~ e-2mp3 . 0 

Lemma 7.3 Suppose that we are given integers M, m ~ 2 and f ~ log M + 2, a word 
X representing a nonempty simple set U according to the (M, f)-representation, an integer 

9 ~ log IUI. and the constants IM,/, I m•m/, I m,(m-1)/ and I m,(m+1)/' Then we can compute 
a word representing U according to the (m, f)-representation in constant sequential time with 
probability at least 1 - 1U1· e-m.2-

3,-2 using a word length ofmax{2M, m 2} . f bits. 

PaooF Without loss of generality assume that m < M and that 9 + 1 < f. Begin by 
removing any spurious bits by replacing X by X AND (2M / - 1) and use the algorithm 
of Lemma 7.1 to obtain a p-sample R according to the (2M, f)-representation, where p = 
2-g- 1 • We intend to apply Lemma 7.2 with T = {M + 1, .. . , M + m}; note, in this context, 
that R represents only a finite section of the random set S of the lemma, but that the 
remaining part of S is irrelevant, since T - {O, ... , M - 1} ~ {O, ... , 2M - 1} (informally, 
none of the missing indices could map an element of U into the target area). In accordance 
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with the informal discussion, the bulk of the compaction is carried out by the assignment 
C := ((R· X) 1 (Mf)) AND (2m ! - 1) and the companion assignment D := ((R· [X > 
0]) 1 (M f)) AND (2m ! - 1); by the assumption of free leading bit positions in each field, 
there are no carries between fields, and C and D are valid words according to the (m, f)
representation, which we adopt (note that 1m ,! = 1M,! AND (2m ! - 1)). In order to discover 
the fields containing noncolliding copies, we note that a field containing a noncolliding copy 
in C is characterized by containing the value 1 in D. Thus set Y := C 1 [D = 1m ,!]. 

Y is not quite the required output, since a single element of U may be represented in 
Y through several (noncolliding) copies. In order to clear each copy that has a copy of the 
same element of U to its right, we proceed similarly as in the proof ofLemma 6.2. Assuming 
that Y = (Yl'" . , Ym) and temporarily adopting the (m2 , f)-representation, we create the 
two words A = Y ·lm,m! and B = ((Y ·lm,(m-l)!) 11m,m!) ·lm,! after clearing any spurious 
bits in Y and set T := [A = B] I\. [B > 0]. Recall that T contains the result of comparlng 
Yi (in A) with Yj (in B), for i = 1, ... , m and j = 1, ... , m. We clear those results that 
correspond to i ::; j by setting E := T 1 (..,(lm,m! . 1m,(m+1)!)) (see Fig. 5) and compute 
I{j : 1 ::; j < i and Yi = Yj}l, for i = 1, ... , m, by taking F := (E . 1m,m!) 1 (m(m - 1)f) 
(see Fig. 4). Finally we revert to the (m, f)-representation and return Y 1 [F = 0]. By 
Lemma 7.2, the probability that the compaction works correctly is as claimed. 0 

11 11 11 11 1m ,m/ 

11 11 11 1] 1m ,(m+l)/ 

11 11 11 IJ 
1 11 1 11 1 11 
1 11 1 11 

I lJ 
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 W := 1m ,m/ . 1m ,(m+l) 

11 11 11 11 11 11 W:= ..,W 

E:=TIW 

Figure 5: Removing unwanted copies. 

The probabilistic analysis of Lemma 7.5 below is based largely on the Chemoff bounds 
expressed in the folIowing lemma. For proöfs, see, e.g., [21]. 

Lemma 7.4 For every binomially distributed random variable Z and for all € with 0 ::; € ::; 

1, 

(a) For oll z ~ E(Z), Pr(Z ~ (1 + €)z) ::; e-~2z/3. 

(b) Pr(Z ::; (1 - €)E(Z)) ::; e-~2E(z)/2. 
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Lemma 7.5 Suppose that we are given integers M,m ;::: 2 and f ;::: 10gM + 2 with m ~ 

Vii, but m = O( Vii), a word X representing a simple set U according to the (M, f)
representation, an integer r with 1 ~ r ~ 1UI, the constants 1M.!, I m.m!, I m.(m-l)! and 
1m.(m+l)! and the integer flog IUll. Then, tor a certain constant E > 0, we can find the 
element 0/ U whose rank in U is r in constant sequential time using a word length 0/ 2M f 
bits with probability at least 1 - 2- lu1•. 

PROOF We use a variant of the randomized selection algorithm of Floyd and IDvest [15J. 
We first give a high-level overview of the algorithm, then provide more details and analyze 
the algorithm in an abstract setting, and finally describe its implement at ion in our model 
of computation. 

In order to select the element :1:. of rank r from a set U, we first draw a random sampie 
S from U. S is chosen so small that direct selection from S is feasiblej in our case, selection 
from S is done according to Lemma 6.2. The rank of:l:* in S is likely to be elose to r·ISI/IUI. 
We therefore select two elements u < v from S with ranks elose to r·ISI/IUI, but on opposite 
si des of this value, compare each element y of U with u and v and elassify it accordingly 
as small (y < u), medium (u ~ y ~ v), or large (y > v). Choosing the ranks of u and v 
sufficiently far from r· ISI/1U1 ensures that with high probability :1:* is medium, in which 
case its rank r' in the set U' of medium elements is r minus the number of small elements. 
The algorithm therefore discards the small and the large elements and proceeds recursively 
to select the element of rank r' from U'. We will ensure that U' is so much smaller than U 
that the maximum depth of recursion will be bounded by a constant with high probability. 

The program given below deviates from the informal outline above in certain technical 
aspectsj e.g., recursion has been converted to iteration. The program inputs a (simple) set 
U, drawn from an ordered universe, and an integer r with 1 ~ r ~ 1U1, and it returns either 
the element :1:* of U of rank r or a failure indicationj in the latter case we will say that the 
execution /ails. In accordance with the outline, the program uses an unspecified constant
time routine Select to perform selection from small sets. Suppose that V is a subset of U 
and that 8 is an integer. H 1 ~ s ~ I VI, Select(V, 8) returns the element of V of rank 8j 
otherwise both the call of Select and the program as a whole fail. In line (6), by a random 
p-sample of V we mean a random sub set S of V obtained by ineluding each element of 
V in S with probability p and independently of the inelusion of any other elements. For 
the sake of convenient exposition, we assume the availability of elements 00 and -00 with 
-00 ~ min U ~ max U ~ 00. We also assume that h ;::: 4j if this is not the case, IUI is 
bounded by a constant, and selecting from U can be done in constant time. 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

h:= 2r(loglul)/641j 

V:= Uj 
for t := 1 to 57 do 

begin 

P '_ ht - S8 • .- , 
S := Random p-sample of Vj 
if rrpl - hS 

;::: 1 
then u:= Select(S, frpl- hS

) 

else u := -OOj 

if lrpJ + hS ~ ISI 
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(ll) then v := SeIeet(S, lrpJ + h5
) 

(12) else v := 00; 
(13) r := r - I{z E V : z < u}l; 
(14) V:= {z E V: u ~ z ~ v}; 
(15) end; 
(16) retum(SeIeet(V, r)); 

The running time of the program is bounded by a constant, and if it does not fall, its 
output is correctj to see the latter, observe that if the condition z· E V becomes false 
at some point during the execution, then at that point the condition 1 ~ r ~ IVI is also 
violated, and it remains violated until the end of the execution, where this will cause the 
program to fall. What remams is to bound the faHure probability and the sizes of the first 
arguments with which Seleet is called. 

For t = 1, ... , 57, let Stage t be the tth execution of lines (4)-( 15) and denote by Vi 
and V: the value of V at the beginning and at the end of Stage t, respectively. We will say 
that Stage t is sueeessjul if the execution reaches the end of Stage t without incurring any 
failure, and if at that time z· E V and IVI ~ h64-

t • 

Let t E {1, ... ,57} and suppose that Stage t -1 is successful (if t = 1, take the statement 
to be vacuously true). Then, in Stage t, the sampie size ISI is binomially distributed with 
expected value plViI ~ ht - 58 . h64-(t-l) = h7 • By Lemma 7.4(a), ISI ~ 2h7 , except with 
prob ability at most 2-h7

/ 3 • Furthermore, since E(ISI) = plViI ~ rp, the call of Seleet in 
Line (8) can fall only if E(lSI) ~ h5 and ISl ~ rp- h5 ~ E(ISI)(l- h-2 ). By Lemma 7.4(b), 
this happens with probability at most e-h ·(h-2r~ /2 ~ 2-h/ 2• It is also easy to see that the 
caU of Seleet in Line (ll) cannot fall. 

Let us now investigate the probability that Stage t, although not failing, is unsuccessful. 
If this happens, then at the end of Stage t either (1) z· < u, (2) z· > v, or (3) IVI > h64- t . 

We consider these events in turn. 
If z· < u, then Z < r rp 1 - h5 and hence Z < rp - h5

, where Z is the number of elements 
~ z· in Vi inc1uded in S in Stage t, and r denotes the value current at the beginning of 
Stage t. Since E(Z) = rp ~ h7

, Lemma 7.4(b), used as above, shows that this happens 
with prob ability at most 2-h/ 2• 

If z· > v, then Z ~ rp + h5 , where Z and r are defined as above. Agam since E(Z) = 
rp ~ h7 , Lemma 7.4(a), used with z = max{rp, h5 /2}, shows that this happens with 
probability at most 2-h/ 6 • 

If IVI > h64- t at the end of Stage t, some segment of h64 - t elements of Vi with consecutive 
ranks must have contributed fewer than 2h5 + 1 elements to the sampie S computed in 
Stage t. The expected number of elements contributed to the sampie by such a segment is 
ph64- t = h6 • Thus, by the assumption h ~ 4 and Lemma 7.4(b), the probability that the 
actual number will be bounded by 2h5 is at most 2-h5 

/8 ~ 2-ht
. Since there are fewer than 

IUI segments, the probability that IV/I> h64- t is at most IUI . 2-h' • 

The analysis above can be summed up by saying that if Stage t - 1 1s successful and 
h ~ 4, then the probability that Stage t will be unsuccessful or will call Select with an 
argument of size exceeding 2h7 is at most (4 + 1U1) ·2-h / 6 • Since the number of stages 
is constant, we can conc1ude that the probability that some stage will not be successful 
is O(1U1 . 2-h/ 6 ). Finally, because the last stage being successful implies that the first 
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argument of the call of Select in line (16) is of size at most h7
, we can conclude that except 

with probability O(JUI . 2-lull/G4/6), the complete program returns the correct result and 
never calls Select with a first argument of size exceeding 2. 27r(loglul)/641. 

What remains is to describe the implementation of the program above. The computation 
of a random sampie in line (6) can be done in constant time according to Lemma 7.1. The 
routine Select is implemented via the algorithm of Lemma 6.2. In order to make sure that 
the word length required by calls of Select is at most 2M f bits, we first compact the first 
argument of each call of Select from the (M, f)-representation to the (m, f)-representation 
with the algorithm of Lemma 7.3, called with 9 = 7f(log JUI)/641 + 1. Byassumption, 
m = O(M1/2) = O(JUI32

/
64), so that, for sufficiently large values of M, the probability that 

the compaction of a set of size at most 2· 27r(loglUl)/641 = O(JUI7/64) falls is at most 2- lu1', 
for a suitable constant € > 0 (in fact, at least for any € < 11/64). Adding up all the fallure 
probabilities gives abound of the same form. 0 

The k-halver constructed from the randomized selection procedure of Lemma 7.5 as 
described in the proof of Lemma 6.3 clearly will also be randomized, i.e., with a certain 
probability it will fall. We will employ a large number of such randomized k-halvers co
operating in a sorting network as described before the statement of Lemma 6.5, and we 
cannot expect all of these to operate correctly; indeed, the usual case will be that some 
of them fall. This raises the question of what to do with a faulty k-halver; what should 
it output? Our approach will be to mark the elements that at some point were output by 
a faulty k-halver in order to extract them later. Since their number will be small, we can 
afford to sort them separately with a usual sorting routine in order to merge them back into 
the sequence of remaining elements. This implicitly assumes, however, that the sequence of 
remaining elements is sorted. Ha faulty k-halver simply passes on its two multiset operands 
without modification, this will not necessarily be the case; we will require faulty k-halvers 
to behave in a slightly more sophisticated way. For kEIN, defi.ne a k-pseudohalver as a 
device that replaces two multisets U and V of k integers each either (normal operation) 
by U ~ V and U ~ V, respectively, or (faulty operation) by the multiset consisting of k 
copies ofmin{z,y} and the multiset consisting of k copies ofmax{z,y}, respectively, where 
z is an arbitrary element of U and y is an arbitrary element of V. Furthermore, define the 
k-pseudohalving version of a sorting network l' in exactly the same way as the k-halving 
version of 1', but with each Compare instruction implemented by a k-pseudohalver, rat her 
than by a k-halver. Note that every execution of the k-pseudohalving version of a sorting 
network transforms the input sequence into an output sequence of the same length as the 
input sequence, but one that is not necessarily a permutation of the input sequence. 

The task required of a faulty k-pseudohalver was defined so as to be computationally 
trivial. Indeed, note that it is easy to carry out in constant (deterministic) sequential time 
with the algorithm of Lemma 3.1. 

Lemma 7.6 For all kEIN and for any sorting network 1', every output 0/ the k-pseudo
halving version 'P' of'P is a sorted sequence. 

PROOF The solution provided for [25, Exercise 5.3.4.38] happens to prove also the more 
general claim of Lemma 7.6. For the reader's convenience, we give a few more details. 
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Let m and T be the width of P and the number of Compare instructions in P, re
spectively, and suppose that pi operates on an array Q[1 .. m] of multisets of k elements 
each. AssUme by way of contradiction that some execution of pi outputs a sequence that 
is not sorted and denote by (U~t), ... ,U!.!») the sequence of multisets stored in Q after the 
execution of the tth Compare instruction, for t = 0, . . . , T (for t = 0, before the execution 
of the first Compare instruction). Since the output is not sorted, there is an integer 1 with 
2 ::; 1 ::; m such that some element z of U?) is smaller than some element of UI~;. 

Let us call a multiset low if all its elements are ::; z, and high if all its elements are 
> z. In the remainder of the proof, we use the term vector to denote a sequence of m 
bits. For t = 0, ... , T, we will say that a vector (Yb.' . , Ym) is consistent at time t if the 
following holds for i = 1, ... , m: If Yi = 0, then Ui(t) is not high, and if Yi ;:: 1, then Ui(t) 
is not low. By assumption, there is a vector y(T) that is consistent at time T, but not 
sorted. For t = T - 1, ... ,0, we will construct a vector y(t) that is consistent at time t and 
with the property that if y(t) is input to the program consisting of the last T - t Compare 
instructions of P, then the resulting output vector is y(T). Taking t ;:: 0 provides a vector 
y(O) that falls to be sorted by P, a contradiction. 

Let tE {O, ... , T-1} and assume that we have already constructed y(t+l) ;:: (Yb"" Ym) 
with the desired properties and that the (t+ 1)st Compare instruction ofP is Compare( i,j). 
We take y(t) to agree with y(t+l) in all components except the ith and the jth, i.e., 
Y (t) - ( . I. . I. ) h I d I ill b ch b - Yl, ... ,y.-t,Yi,y.+l, ... ,Y,-t,Yj,Y,+l, ... ,Ym, w ere Yi an Yj w e osen e-
low. Provided that {y!, Yj} ;:: {Yi, Yi}, it is dear that the (t + 1)st Compare instruction 
of P transforms y(t) to y(t+l), and hence that the last T - t Compare instructions of P 
transform y(t) to y(T), as required. 

The number of low (high, respectively) multisets in {U?), UY)} is no larger than the 

number oflow (high) multisets in {UJt+l), Ujt+l)}, independently of whether the operation 
of the k-pseudohalver implementing the (t + 1)st Compare instruction of P is normal or 
faulty. This observation shows that it is always possible to choose Y! and yj with {y~, Yj} = 

{Yi, Yj} such that y(t) is consistent at time t. E.g., if Ui(t) and UY) are both low, then U?+l) 

and UY+l) are also both low, Yi ;:: Yj = 0 by consistency, and we can take Y: = yj = O. 0 

Lemma 7.7 For all given integers n, q ~ 4 and b ~ log log n and all fized 5 > 0, n 
integers 0/ b bits each can be value-sorted in 0 (log n( 1 + log log n flog q)) time using 0 ( n( 1 + 
10glognfql-6)) operations on a unit-cost EREW PRAM with a word length o/O(bqlogn) 
bits and the full instruction set with probability at least 1 _ 2-n /(logn)3 . 

PROOF Without loss of generality, we assume that q ::; log n and that 5 ::; 1 and choose 
k as the smallest power of 2 no smaller than Lql-6 J . Llog n J. We essentially carry out the 
construction of Lemma 6.5, hut replace each k-halver by a k-pseudohalver implemented 
according to Lemma 7.5, modified so that in the event of a faulty operation, it will save 
the two words constituting its input and mark each of the 2k elements in its output. One 
additional (rightmost) bit must be set aside in each field for the mark; the resulting increase 
in the field width is insignificant, however. Mter executing the procedure of Lemma 6.5, 
modified as just described, we remove all marked elements from the output sequence and 
call the sequence of remaining elements Sj by Lemma 7.6, S is sorted. We also remove 
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all marked elements from the set of elements saved by faulty k-pseudohalvers (a marked 
element in this set was output by an earlier faulty k-pseudohalver) and call the resulting 
set F. We finally sort F using the algorithm of Cole [10] and merge the resulting sorted 
sequence with S using one of the algorithms of [9, 20] to obtain the sorted output sequence. 

The procedure works in 0 (log n) time plus the time needed for compaction according to 
Lemma 6.4. Since b ~ log log n, a field length / of 0 (b) bits suffices, so that a word length 
of 9(bqlogn) and the choice of k = 9(ql-Slogn) allows a "blowup" of 9(t) between 
compactions. We choose to compact at every dth level of the AKS network, where d $ 
810gq, but d = O(logq). This takes O(1oglogn) time per compaction, and O(logn(l + 
log log njlog q)) time overall. The number of operations executed depends on the number 
of faulty k-pseudohalvers and is O(n(l + loglognj(ql-Slogq)) + IFlloglFI). Since IUI = 
2k ~ log n in the application of Lemma 7.5, the expected number of faulty k-pseudohalvers 
is O(nj(logn)3). Hence, by Lemma 7.4(a), the actual number offaulty k-pseudohalvers is 
O(nj(logn)3) with prob ability at least 1 - 2-n /C1og n )3. Since each faulty k-pseudohalver 
contributes at most 2k = O((logn)2) elements to F, IFI = O(njlogn) and the number of 
operations executed is O(n(l + log log njql-S)) with the same prob ability. 0 

In the interest of simplicity, Lemma 7.7 above restricts the quantity 8 to be a constant. 
A more general form of the lemma would allow smaller values of 8 and exhibit a trade-off 
between time and work. The same is true of Theorem 7.1 below. 

Theorem 7.1 For all given integers n ~ 4 and w ~ 2(log n)2 and all jized 8 > 0, a unit-cost 
EREW PRAM with a word Iength 0/ w bits and the julI instruction set can sort n integers in 
the range o . . 2w - 1 in O(log n(l + log log njlogq)2) time using O(n(l + loglognjlog q)(l + 
loglognjql-S)) operations, where q = wj(logn)2, with probability at least 1 - 1jn. 

PaOOF Recall that the major steps in the randomized signature-based range reduction of 
Section 3 were to compute the concatenated signatures of the input keys, to sort these, then 
to construct their compressed trie To, and finally to sort the children of each internal node 
in To not by the relevant signatures, but instead by the corresponding original fields. 

The sequential computation of the concatenated signatures of the input keys parallelizes 
trivially, since it is done independently for each key. The same is true of the computation 
of the lengths rb .. . , rn-l of the longest common prefixes of consecutive concatenated sig
natures. The Cartesian tree Tc of (rb 1), ... , (rn-I, n - 1) can be constructed in o (log n) 
time using O(n) operations on an EREW PRAM, as observed in [19], and the compressed 
trie TD can be derived from Tc by using the Euler-tour technique [31] and optimal list 
ranking [12, 3] to provide each internal node in To with an array specifying its children and 
apointer to the leftmost leaf, say, in its subtree. The same method allows us to collect the 
leaves of TD in left-to-right order after the sorting at the internal nodes, which concludes 
the sorting. 

If w $ L log n J 4, we proceed similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, but substituting a 
value of 9 ( qS /2) for q. This increases the necessary number of reduction steps by a constant 
factor, but allows us to sort concatenated signatures using O(logn(l +loglognjlogq)) time 
and 0 ( n( 1 + log log n j ql-S)) operations in each of the 0 (1 + log log n jlog q) reduction steps 
by means of the algorithm of Lemma 7.7. If w > L log n J 4, we can easily use Lemma 7.7 with 
q = 9(log n) to sort in a constant number of reduction steps, each of which needs 0 (log n) 
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time and O(n) operations. We omit the details, which. are similar to those of the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 0 

Corollary 7.1 Ifw ~ (logn)2+~ for some fized E > 0, we can sort n integers in O(logn) 
ezpected time on an EREW PRAM using O(n) ezpected operations. 

8 Sorting multiple-precision integers in parallel 

In this seetion we show that an algorithm of [4] can be parallelized to yield an algorithm 
that reduces the problem of sorting n strings of ch.aracters from the alphabet {O, .. . , m - I} 
of total length N and maximum individual length L to that of sorting n integers in the 
range 1 .. Land, subsequently, at most 2n integers in the range 0 .. nm - 1. The reduction 
uses O(L + logn) time and O(N + n) operations on a CRCW PRAM. 

We associate an array of size m with each. input string. The algorithm partitions the 
input strings into ever smaller groups in L successive stages. After Stage t, for t = 1, ... , L, 
two strings are in the same group if and only if they have the same prefix of length t. 
Furthermore, each. group has aleader, a distinguished string in the group whose index is 
known to all members of the group. In Stage t + 1, each. group, say, of those strings with a 
common prefix S of length t, collectively determines whether all its members have the same 
(t + 1 )st ch.aracter, which. is easy to do in constant time using concurrent writing to a cell in 
the array of the leader of the group. If this is the case, the group remains unch.anged and 
with the same leader. Otherwise, all processors in the group with a (t + l)st ch.aracter of a 
compete to write their indices to position a in the array of the leader of the grouPi whoever 
wins becomes the leader of the group containing the strings beginning with s, followed by 
a, which. is said to have a as its distinguishing character. 

After Stage L, the set of all groups created in the process forms a conceptual tree: The 
parent of each. nonroot group is the smallest superset group in the set, from which. it was 
formed directly. Furthermore, the children of each. group are ordel'ed from left to right by 
the numerical order among their distinguishing ch.aracters. This tree is the path-compressed 
trie T of the input strings. In order to actually construct the tree, each. leader of a group 
generates the tripie (i, a,}), where i is the index of the leader of the parent group (which. 
can easily be remembered), ais the distinguishing ch.aracter of the group, and i is its own 
indexi note that astring may be the leader of several groups, in which. case it will generate 
several tripies. The tripies generated can be identified with the edges of T in a natural 
way. Sorting the at most 2n tripies lexicographically by their two first components brings 
together all edges from anode to its children and thus constructs T, modulo trivial details 
of the representation. The input strings now appear in sorted order at the leaves of T and, 
as in Section 7, can be collected via an application ofthe Euler-tour technique [31], followed 
by optimal list ranking [12, 3]. 

The description above implicitly associated a processor with each. stringj but after t 
stages, the processor associated with astring of length t is no longer needed. If we initially 
sort the strings by their lengths, it is an easy matter to simulate virtual processors, one 
associated with each. string, by a smaller number of physical processors, in such. a way that 
the total number of operations spent becomes O(N + n). 
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Combining the reduction with Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 7.1 and sorting integers in 
the range 1 .. L using an algorithm of [11, 32], we obtain the following result. 

Theorem 8.1 For all integers n, L, N 2: 4, n multiple-precision integers occupying at most 
L machine words each and N machine words altogether can be sorted either in 0 (L + log n) 
time usingO(N +nloglog n) operations on a CRCW PRAM or, provided that w 2: (logn)2+~ 
for some jixed E > 0, in 0 (L + log n) ezpected time using 0 (N + n) ezpected operations on 
a randomized CRCW PRAM. 

9 Space requirements of parallel sorting 

In this section we show that the additional use of randomization and division allows the 
second algorithm of Theorem 6.1 to be implemented in linear space. The only part of 
the deterministic algorithm with superlinear space requirements is the solution of ordered
chaining problems using the reduction algorithm of Bhatt et al. [8]; we therefore need to 
take a eloser look at the latter. 

Recall that the goal is to reduce an ordered-chaining problem of size N, where N is a 
power of 2, to 2r{1ogN)/21 + 1 ordered-chaining problems, each of size at most 2r(logN)/21. 

The reduction works as follows: The processors, inactive as weIl as active, are partitioned 
into 2r(logN)/21 groups of 2l(logN)/2J consecutively numbered processors each, each of which 
defi.nes a local ordered-chaining problem; for i = 1, ... , 2r(logN)/21, the ith group consists of 
the processors numbered (i - 1) . 2l(log N)/2J , ... , i . 2l(log N)/2J - 1. Call a group nonempty 
if it contains at least one active processor. Each nonempty group uses concurrent writing 
to elect one of its active processors as aleader, and the leaders thus contributed by the 
nonempty groups leave their original groups, changing the originallocal ordered-chaining 
problems into modified local problems, and form a global ordered-chaining problem. At 
this point the modified local problems and the global problem are solved recursively using 
the same method, after which constant time suffices to re-insert the leaders, i.e., to obtain 
solutions to the original local problems, and to link the nonempty subproblems together 
correctly by means of the solution to the global problem. 

Note the structure of the reduction algorithm: Some constant-time initial computation 
is followed by parallel recursive calls, which in turn are followed by constant-time final 
computation. Exelusive of the needs of recursive calls, a subproblem of size m arising in 
the process requires at most cm memory cells for its computation, for some constant c. 
Bhatt et al. analyze the corresponding recurrence equation and show that when recursive 
invocations are taken into account, it suffices to provide a subproblem of size m 2: 2 with 
Clm - C2 ceIls, for different constants Cl and c2. This makes it a simple matter to allocate 
space for recursive calls during the initial computation, and at each recursive level each 
processor can determine the memory area of the subproblem to which it will be assigned at 
the next recursive level in constant time. 

The actual memory requirements of the initial computation are a single cell per subprob
lem, used to elect the leader. Since there are only n active processors, the number of cells 
written to in a single step never exceeds n. The at most n addresses used in a particular 
step may come from a large domain. Using the hashing scheme of Bast and Hagerup [5], 
however, they can be mapped down to integers in a range of size 0 ( n), so that the election 
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of leaders can be done using O(n) space. This needs O(log*n) time and O(n) operations, 
which add up to negligible quantities over the 0 (log log n) recursive stages, and incurs a 
failure probability of 2-nO

(1). Furthermore, the values written are never used again, so that 
the same O(n) cells can be reused over all recursive stages. 

The same approach can be used to dea1 with the memory requirements of the final 
computation, except that we must describe how a processor that proceeds to the final 
computation can find the corresponding memory area (say, its first cell). Storing this 
information on a stack from the corresponding initial computation in a straightforward way 
would work, but the stacks would together take up 0( n log log n) space. Instead we store 
only the displacement relative to the memory area of the previous recursive level. It can 
easily be arranged that the size of these displacements decreases rapidly with the recursive 
depth (indeed, the most natural memory layout has this property), so that all displacements 
registered by a processor fit in a constant number of words, which can still support stack 
operations in constant time. 

10 Conclusions 

The comparison-based model is an elegant and general framework in which to study sorting 
problems, and the 0(nlogn) complexity of sorting is one of the basic tenets of computer 
science. However, many sorting problems of considerable interest can be cast as integer
sorting problems. The complexity of integer sorting on RAM-like models therefore is of 
great practical and theoretical significance. 

The problem of integer sorting is sometimes equated with that of sorting n integers 
of O(logn) bits each, another c1assical and well-understood problem, solved using indirect 
addressing in the form ofradix sorting. However, it seems more natural to tie the size ofthe 
integers to be sorted not to the input size, but to the word length of the computer on which 
the sorting problem arises. A fundamental question therefore is: How fast can we sort n w
bit integers on a w-bit machine? Fredman and Willard achieved a breakthrough by showing 
the complexity to be o( n log n), independently of w. In a practical vein, they suggested that 
the use of features found on typical machines other than indirect addressing and comparison 
might eventually lead to new sorting schemes with the potential of outperforming both 
comparison-based sorting and radix sorting in certain settings. 

The actual algorithm proposed by Fredman and Willard probably is impractical. Dur 
sequential algorithms are simpler, have smaller constant factors, require much shorter word 
lengths to be effective and offer greater improvements over comparison-based sorting. More
over, like the algorithm of Fredman and Willard, they do not rely on exotic instructions 
(indeed, the deterministic algorithm eschews even the use of multiplication). Nevertheless, 
several factors remain that probably preclude them from being practical. For instance, the 
deterministic algorithm has inordinate storage requirements, a property that it inherits from 
the algorithm of Kirkpatrick and Reisch, and both algorithms still rely on word sizes much 
larger than those commonly found in current machines. In the case of the deterministic 
algorithm, the last claim can be partially countered by observing that the exclusive use of 
ACo instructions could make the unit-cost assumption remain valid even for fairly large 
word sizes. Still, our results are best viewed as no more than a step further towards the 
goal of faster practical integer-sorting algorithms. 
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Our research also raises a number of intriguing theoretical questions. One is to find 
tight bounds on deterministic integer sorting. Can the performance of signature sort be 
matched by a deterministic algorithm.? And can integers be sorted in linear expected time 
for all word lengths? We have demonstrated that n integers can be sorted in O(n) expected 
time with a word length of w bits not only for w = 0 (log n), but also for w ~ (log n )2+( , for 
arbitrary fixed ( > O. Between these two outer ranges, however, there might be a "hump", 
where the complexity of integer sorting goes up to 0(nloglogn). We leave as an open 
problem to demonstrate the presence or the absence of such a "hump". 
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